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Huge Increase in False Sexual Allegations?

0.1.1.
In the Chapter on Child Matters I detailed the huge
money earner for the FLIndustry [maybe $10 Billion pa] from the
simple device of "finger up the bum" allegations, inducing Bloke
into meltdown with the Legal Aid circus to follow.
0.1.2.
Now we already know that in the FLIndustry, Buttercup
combines superbly with the lawyers to provide Sales assistance for
their Marketing. But in "false alligators" [as finger up bum is
commonly termed] Buttercup has no obvious up front financial
reason for actually agreeing with her lawyer to depose those
immortal words, allegedly from the lips of her kid, "daddy put his
finger up my bum, it was Yukkie", apart of course from the Power
Mongering, thus seeing Bloke erupt into [induced] "Toxic
Masculinity".
0.1.3.
To explain, the 1989 CSA formula prescribes the same
payment from the "one night stand, never saw the kid" case as for
Bloke with "Normal Order" [maybe 80% of Blokes] ie just less than
30% of nights, and any lawyer "worth her salt" has always drafted
orders to deny Bloke the "Cliff Effect", albeit in Gyselman Nicholson
CJ was then talking to 40% before Parliament demoted that cliff to
30%.
0.1.4.
But all that changes dramatically, as seem hereabove,
under the new formula where there is a new Cliff Effect at 14%.
So we can see the plan of Howard/Parkinson/Ruddock is to tap into
those 80% of Blokes under Normal Order, reducing them to "Camp
Belsen Order" at a Relationships Australia POW [Supervised Time
Spending, no McDonalds] Camp. But now, Buttercup essentially
has the incentive to restore her income back to the formula all
Buttercups know and love, the 1989 Bazza Special Formula.
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0.1.5.
But the big winners will be the whole of the circus that
gets involved in false alligator cases, from the police right down to
the SS Security Guard from RA, and all the shrinks etc in the
middle, and not forgetting a whole army of lawyers sucking blood
out of the Taxpayer via Legal Aid.
0.1.6.

Don't say I didn't warn you about this one.
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